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HYATT PLACE OVERLAND PARK
CONVENTION CENTER

 
 

ACTION PLAN / STEP BY STEP 

 



PRE-WORK
Establish Google Ads page using: 

Identify Search Volume For Words. This will keep us
from spending money on "ad words" that are not
being searched. Using KEYWORDS Everywhere Chrome
extension to see what the consumer is searching.  

Identify words that would maximize exposure. 
Start By Checking the listed Search Terms

Hyatt 
Hyatt Place 
Hotels Near Me
Overland Park Hotels
Kansas City Hotels  
Hyatt Place Overland Park 

Keep a list of words with Highest Clicks per month. 

Username: Cendra.Flessner@gmail.com.
Password: Montana#1
 

OBJECTIVE
To raise visibility of The Hyatt Place Overland Park
Convention Center on Google and reroute traffic from
third party sites like expedia. 

We noticed that our competitor is appearing
higher on generic google searches, even when we
would search for our specific property our Link
would appear third. 



CHOOSING A GOAL. 

We want to choose "Get more website sales."
This will assist us in turning our leads into conversions.

GEO-FENCING 

Our travelers could be coming from anywhere. I would
recommend selecting the entire U.S. AND/OR selecting
locations where we know our travelers frequently visit
from. 



SELECTING SERVICES

Adding the features to our profile that sets our property
apart. 

CRAFT YOUR AD

Our travelers could be coming from anywhere. I would
reccomend selecting the entire U.S. AND/OR selecting
locaions where we were our travelers frequently visit
from. 



BUDGET

I would recommend starting off with a lower monthly
threshold. So that way we can strategically collect data
and modify the Google Ad as needed. 

I discovered that we have a free credit on our account
for $100 in ad dollars. After this credit is maxed out we
will then begin to receive invoices from google. 



WHERE WE CURRENTLY APPEAR



KEYWORD RESULTS


